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Preface 

I am a third year student pursuing my B Tech in Engineering Physics from Indian 

Institute of Delhi (IIT D). During my stay in IIT Delhi, I built up a genuine interest in 

economics and current political issues. So while searching for a summer 

internship, my highest preference was in the field of economics.     

 

Rakshak Foundation - a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization and headquartered in 

Santa Clara, California . It researches different public policy issues and creates 

awareness about them. The basic objective of Rakshak is to help strengthen the 

foundations of our society and bolster the confidence of a common man in the 

system by creating awareness about the issues affecting him.  

 

So when I heard about Rakshak Foundation, I thought that this would the best 

option for me considering my interest in economics as well as the social problems.  

As a student, one thing that I can do now is to study the various flaws in 

government policies and to come up with some implementable recommendations 

for the same. In this report I had tried to look in to almost all the aspect of Indian 

Food grain management and Public Distribution and I have tried my level best to 

come up with some feasible solutions. 

 

- 

Arshaq M 

Rakshak Foundation 
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Executive Summary 

A large percentage of the Indian population is still lying below poverty line.  Even 

after a record production of food grains, the food consumption pattern of the 

people hadn’t changed much. So the problem does not lie with the production. The 

problems are with the post harvest government policies consisting mainly of 

procurement, storage and distribution of the food grains.  

Government is already spending a lot of money in the name of subsidies. As the 

food security bill is going to be implemented, this spending is to rise further. But 

can such a bill ensure a better consumption by poor as far as the government 

policies of procurement and distribution be the same? 

 I tried to analyse the current food grain management policies of the government 

and the main reasons for the poor functioning of the same. 

In the first part of my project, I tried to include the basic theoretical aspects of 

Welfare economics, free market, some reasons for market failure and why the 

government’s role is important in a market. Then I moved on to the Indian food 

grain management with a brief history of Food grain management policies and the 

formation of Food Corporation of India (FCI). I had mentioned the main objectives 

of FCI. Then I have provided the salient features of the Food Security Bill. 

In the next part I tried to analyse the food procurement policies of India. In this 

section I had discussed about the minimum support price (MSP) given to the 

farmers, the buffer stock norms of FCI. High MSP and high procurement policies of 

Government from 2007 and how they affected the price of the food grains is 

discussed in detail in this section. High MSP affected the open market price and 

high procurement influenced the availability of grains in market. 

Next part is on the storage of food grains. In this part I discussed the loss to 

government in terms of money as well as in food grains due to the inefficient and 

insufficient storage facilities. I tried to explain the problems with CAP storage 

facilities and also I had discussed various government plans and policies to 

improve the storage capacity and efficiency. Since quality of grains mainly depend 
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on the conditions at which they are stored like temperature, moisture etc scientific 

improvement in storage facilities is necessary. 

In the next part, I worked on the distribution of food grains. Food grains are 

distributed mainly through two methods namely Open Market Sale Scheme 

(OMSS) and Public Distribution System (PDS). I focussed mainly on PDS since one 

of its main purposes is to provide food to poor. I tried to focus on almost all the 

problems with the current system including identification of poor, bogus ration 

cards, corruption, quality of food grains etc. I have mentioned almost all the 

government efforts for improving the current system. Even though these policies 

are good, their implementation is still a major problem in India. If we hire separate 

vigilance committees or monitoring commissions, it will be end up in another way 

for corruption. 

Since the case of direct cash transfer has been proposed in the previous Union 

Budget, I tried to compare the theoretical models of cash transfer and in kind 

transfer. Then with the theoretical support, I tried to look in to the Indian 

conditions and previous forms of cash transfer in India as well as in other 

countries and analysed their performance. 

After analysing all these aspects I tried to come up with some recommendations 

which can improve the current system. Since the problem is with the improper 

implementation, I had come up with some technological recommendations which 

can reduce the human involvement and thus reduce corruption. 

My recommendations include giving food grains as a part of NREGA wages, giving 

FPS license to SHG members, using Biometrics for identification of beneficiaries 

and the installation of Point of Sale (PoS) machines in FPSs. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1Background Information 

1.1.1WELFARE ECONOMICS: Welfare economics is a branch of economics that 

evaluate economic policies in terms of their welfare to the society. It concerns 

whether an economic policy is good or bad rather than what the policy is. By a 

good policy we mean whether it can provide a competitive equilibrium with in an 

economy as to economic efficiency and the resulting income distribution 

associated with it. The basic idea of welfare economics is to have a competitive 

market where no individual or firm is having an upper hand in the market or in 

other words there should not be monopoly in market. According to welfare 

economics a competitive economy enjoys maximum profit as well as maximum 

utility.  
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According to the welfare economics, market economy is an economy based on the 

power of division of labour in which the prices of goods and services are 

determined in a free price system set by supply and demand. The free market 

automatically solves all the issues that we might have. It brings prices down, 

quality and productivity up through competition. 

For a particular economic problem, there could be more than one solution. For 

example, if we consider the case of poverty, there are many ways to tackle the 

problem. So a policy maker’s responsibility is not to find a solution but to find the 

best for the welfare of the people. Here comes the idea of Pareto optimality. A 

situation is Pareto optimal if there is no alternative available that makes some 

people better off and no one worse off. For example, suppose three men own three 

cars, say man 1 has a Mahindra Scorpio, man 2 has a Volkswagen Vento and man 3 

has a Honda City. Also suppose that man 1 prefers Mahindra Scorpio to 

Volkswagen Vento to Honda City, man 2 prefers Mahindra Scorpio to Honda city to 

Volkswagen Vento and man 3 prefers Mahindra Scorpio to Volkswagen Vento to 

Honda city and suppose that they are free to swap, if they want to. Then the above 

distribution is not Pareto optimal because there still exist another distribution 

which makes some one better off and no one worse off.  This leads to the first 

theorem of welfare economics which says that “barring information, externalities 

and public goods problem, a competitive economy guarantees a Pareto optimal 

economic outcome”.1 

There are many distributions of the cars among the men that are optimal, such as 

the distribution that assigns all three cars to man 1,but this is awful for men 2and 

3. There are such situations where market mechanisms did produce Pareto 

optimal result but not the best result. This leads to the second theorem of welfare 

economics which states that with “minor modifications involving transfer of cash 

among various, the best Pareto optimal situation can be reached”.1 

 

1.1.2 DRAWBACKS OF FREE MARKET ECONOMY: In the present market 

conditions, giving complete freedom to the market have some drawbacks. Some of 

them are listed out in this section. 
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1. Free markets might have worked in the past, when companies were small and 

there was enough competition going on, but this is not the case now. 

2. Everyone’s basic goal will be to maximize their in which case you do not want 

competition and thus it is not a free market economy. 

3. Competition always reduces your profit. 

4. We have international big players who can play monopoly in the market. 

 

1.1.3 MARKET FAILURE: If the economy attains a Pareto-optimal allocation of 

goods and factors, there remain no mutually beneficial exchanges to exploit. A 

perfect market economy is Pareto efficient. But sometimes market fails to work 

perfectly. In this section we will be looking in to some of the reasons for the failure 

of the market2. 

 

1. MONOPOLY 

 The basic assumption of the welfare economics is that markets are always 

competitive and there is no single hand domination in the market. But this may not 

be the real case and there may be a complete upper hand of either sellers or buyers 

in the market. They have the market power to influence the price. 

 

2. EXTERNALITY 

An externality is a cost or benefit that is not transmitted through prices. In a 

market other than the seller or buyer, sometimes others also are indirectly 

involved. Externalities can be both negative and positive. In both cases prices in 

the competitive market do not include the full costs or benefits of producing or 

consuming a product or service. Air pollution by chemical industries, deforestation 

etc are some of the examples of negative externalities. The price we pay for wood 

does not include the environmental benefits they provide. Now take the case of a 

beekeeper keeping the bees for honey which has an economic value. But the same 

bee helps in the pollination in the neighbouring region whose cost is not included 

in the price of honey. This is an example for positive externality. One another 

example for positive externality is the education of an individual which benefits 

the whole society. 
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3. PUBLIC GOODS 

Some goods have the property that the consumption by one individual does not 

restrict other people from using them. Such goods are called public goods. For 

example, an orange once consumed by one person cannot be consumed by another 

person. So it is an example of private goods. But if we consider the case of radio or 

TV signal the consumption of one person does not restrict the neighbouring person 

from using the same.   If a lighthouse is warning ship A to stay away from the 

shoals, then it is also necessarily warning any nearby ship B to stay clear. So the 

problem with the private provision of public goods is the problem of free riders. 

Those who enjoy the public goods without paying will never signal their desire for 

it. Consequently, not enough of the public good is provided.  So the public goods 

ought to be publically financed. 

 

4. MARKET IMBALANCES 

One of the basic assumptions needed in showing that the market economy is 

Pareto optimal is that all prices are perfectly flexible. Prices adjust continuously to 

equate supply and demand in the market. If this was the case, we would hardly 

observe the phenomenon of involuntary unemployment. 

 

5. OTHER REASONS 

Some of the reasons for market failure other than that mentioned above includes 

lack of information where the market does not reveal the complete information 

about the product/services. Uncontrolled production and selling of demerit goods 

like alcohol, drugs etc in market, lack of property rights where the properties like 

land may come in to few hands.3 

 

 

1.1.4 ROLE OF GOVERNMENT: According to the welfare economics, in a perfectly 

competitive market, welfare is to be pursued in the private sector and not in the 

public sector, with each individual maximizing on his or her own behalf. And the 

role of government is to just establish and enforce rules like property rights, 
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contracts and law and order, which keep the free market running smoothly. 

According to welfare economics “individuals are the best judges of their own 

welfare, social welfare consists of the sum total of individual welfares”.  

 

   But these assumptions are rarely met in the real world. Government intervention 

is justified to correct the short comings of imperfectly functioning markets. Market 

imperfection includes all the factors that are mentioned in the above section such 

as unequal access to information among consumers or producers, impediments to 

market entry, monopoly, externalities, public goods etc. Government also has to 

regulate the demerit goods.4 

 

 Other than this government has a much wider role to play. For example, 

governments legitimately intervene in society in order to foster a more desirable 

distribution of resources, construction of roads and other public services, to 

guarantee important rights of citizenship, to encourage citizens to perform certain 

civic duties, and to achieve certain social goals such as promoting education and 

health. Also government has to subsidize or give financial assistance to the 

backward class of the society.  So the market failure alone cannot justify the 

government action since government may perform even worse than the imperfect 

market.  

 

Government has its methods or tools with which it controls the market. They use 

taxation for controlling the supply and sale of demerit goods in the market. 

Government adopts a wide range of policies to bring back competitions in the 

market; they are trying to redistribute the land and the income to avoid the 

mismatch in the society. One of the main tool or media through which government 

implement its policies is institutions. Economic institutions are specific agencies 

or foundation commissioned to promote inclusive growth by delivering goods and 

services which are necessary for the poor and the backward society of the country.  

 

Institutions are formed to reduce uncertainty in human exchange. Institutions are 

the humanly devised constraints that structure human interaction. They are 
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composed of formal rules (common law, regulations), informal constraints 

(conventions, norms of behaviour, and self imposed rules of behaviour); and the 

enforcement characteristics of both. In India government has tried to establish a 

number of institutions for the last few decades. One of the recent institutions that 

Indian government established is MGNREGA started in 2005 with the objective of 

providing employment opportunities.  

 

 

1.1.4INDIAN FOOD GRAIN POLICY: During World War II, British government had 

to come up with price control policies in order to control the hike in price of food 

grains. The Bengal famine of 1943 and a series of droughts during that period 

showed the necessity of government intervention in the food grain management. 

At the time of independence India was a food deficient country who had to import 

food grains to meet her daily requirement. By the combined effort of Indian 

government and farmers, India produced a record 131 million tonnes of food 

grains in 1978-79, attained self-sufficiency and eventually became a net exporter 

of wheat. But even after having self sufficient production, one of the major 

problems India still facing is poverty. According to the “1.25$ a day” head count 

ratio, India could only bring down its poverty rate from 60% in 1981 to 42% in 

2005where as China which had 84% of people below poverty line reduced the rate 

to 8% in 2005.5 

 

The Indian food grain policy in the present form started in 1964 when the 

government started the operation of Food Corporation of India under the Food 

Corporation act, 1964 with the main objectives of6:  

 

 Effective price support operations for safeguarding the interests of the farmers.  

 Distribution of food grains throughout the country through public distribution 

system.  

 Maintaining satisfactory level of operations and buffer stocks of food grains to 

ensure national food security.  
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The various activities coming under FCI includes procurement of various food 

grains, building up and maintenance of food stocks, their storage, movement and 

delivery to the distribution agencies and monitoring of production, stock and price 

levels of food grains7. 

 

 Government procure food grains from farmers at a minimum support price (MSP) 

which is decide by Commission of Agriculture Costs and Prices (CACP) by taking in 

to account factors such as cost of production, change in prices of inputs, demand 

and supply, market price trends and cost of living among other factors.  

 

Under the centralised procurement policy, state government on behalf government 

of India procure the food grains.FCI and state government establishes a large 

number of purchase centres at various mandis and key points. The number of 

centres and their locations are decided by the State Governments, based on various 

parameters, so as to maximize the MSP operations. For instance for procuring 

Wheat & Rice, more than 14000 procurement centres were operated for each crop 

during 2009-10.  

 

Another major task for FCI is the storage of the millions of tonnes of procured 

grains. In order to provide easy physical access in deficit, remote and inaccessible 

areas, the FCI has a network of storage depots strategically located all over India. 

These depots include silos, godowns and an indigenous method developed by FCI, 

called Cover and Plinth (CAP). CAP is the storage of grains in the open with 

adequate precautions. 

  

Then for the distribution of the food grains, FCI uses Public distribution System 

(PDS) through which grins are delivered at a subsidised rate to people below 

poverty line (BPL) and the remaining grains excluding the buffer stock is supposed 

to be sold through Open market sale scheme (OMSS). Keeping of extra grains will 

be a burden to government mainly because of its storage cost and other 
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maintenance cost. Also selling of grains to retailers could help to achieve price 

stabilisation. 

 

In 2011-12, the production of food grains is to touch the record value of 250 

million tonnes. Government procured around 241 lakh tonnes of wheat during 

RMS 2011-12 and 341.98 lakh tonnes of rice during KMS2010-11. 

 

  

As mentioned earlier government supplies food grains at a subsidized rate to the 

people who are below poverty line. Government spent around Rs 72823 crores as 

food subsidy in 2011-12 and the food subsidy allotted for 2012-13 is Rs 75000 

crores. Government also provide subsidies for fertilizers to support farmers.  

 

But even after spending this much amount as subsidies and also distributing a 

large quantity of grains through, there is not a considerable change in the food 

consumption of a large population in India. According to the report of the United 

Nation Secretary General (January 2011), of the 900 million people who are likely 

to be in extreme poverty in 2015, India is expected to home for more than 300 

million. India is among 29 countries with the highest level of hunger stunted 

children and poorly fed women. 

 

1.1.5 FOOD SECURITY BILL: Now, the union cabinet approved the Food Security 

Bill in December 2011.The bill promises to ensure food and nutritional security to 

75 % of the rural population and 50 % of the urban population. The salient 

features of the bill are summarized in the table below. 

 

 

Table1. Salient features of food security Bill 

                   Rural (75% of rural 

population) 

          Urban ( 50% of the urban 

population 

 Priority General Priority General 

Coverage 46 % of rural Maximum 28% of urban Up to 22 % 
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population 29% of 

rural 

population 

population of the 

urban 

population 

Food grain 

entitlement 

7 kg per person 

per month 

3 kg per 

person per 

month 

7 kg per person 

per month  

3 kg per 

person per 

month 

Price Not exceeding Rs 

3/2/1/ per kg for 

rice/wheat/coarse 

grains respectively 

Not 

exceeding 

50% of 

MSP 

Not exceeding Rs 

3/2/1/ per kg for 

rice/wheat/coarse 

grains respectively 

Not 

exceeding 

50% of 

MSP 

(Source: National Food security Bill 2011) 

 

For implementing this bill, a subsidy of around Rs. 102,000 crores is required. Also 

estimates suggest that between 650 and 700 lakh tonnes of food grain would be 

required to implement the proposed bill. But the centre is already distributing 

526.8 lakh through public distributive system. So the allocation of more funds or 

more food grains would not ensure the reduction in poverty. The problem lies in 

the implementation of the various policies. So we need to analyse each and every 

steps in the food grain. 
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1.2Main Problems  

 

1. The rise in price of food grains during the last 4 years. Inflation had reached a 

rate of 20 % .Currently annual inflation rate in India is about 10.7 % in 2012. The 

impact of the inflation is clearly visible. Since majority people of India spends their 

major share of Income in food items, inflation would affect their expenditure on 

other essential needs like education, clothes etc. Already a high proportion of 

people are affected by poverty or under nutrition, inflation would make the 

situation worse.  

2. Government is suffering a huge loss of money as well as food grains due to the 

lack of inefficient and insufficient storage facilities. As the quality of the food grains 

mainly depends on the storage conditions, scientific storage facilities play an 

important role in food grain management. 

 

3. Inefficiency of TPDS scheme in its implementation. There are millions of people 

who rely on PDS system for their daily diet. Problems with PDS include quality, 

quantity, price of food grains. Government at least in paper had proposed a lot of 

measures to improve the condition of PDS. But there hasn’t much change its 

condition. In this context we have to make sure that PDS work properly and 

efficiently or if not PDS what else.  

 

1.3 Goals and Objectives:  

The common man expects the government he chooses for himself to work for 

betterment and frame policies that deliver goods to him. However, more often than 

not he finds that the government does its job on paper but the execution of these 

orders and policies is tweaked in a manner to suit the interests of the politicians, 

the corporate houses which are close aides of the political party in power. It is 

under these circumstances one needs to analyze the effect of government policies 

on the commodities and conclude if the negligence in supply chain can be 
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explained through the principle of “to err is human” or is it a part of the endemic 

systematic corruption that prevails and abounds in the government offices. 

 

 The main goals and objective of my project include: 

 

1. To study the various government policies which played a important role in the 

recent inflation. 

2. To study how to minimize the loss due to insufficient and inefficient storage 

facilities 

3. To study how to maximise the no. Of targeted beneficiaries of PDS. 

4. To study the various problems related to PDS 

5. To do a comparative analysis between PDS and Direct cash transfer 

6. To come up with some feasible solution to improve the PDS. 
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2. Methodology 

2.1Literature Survey 

I had gone through a lot of books for having the theoretical knowledge on welfare 

economics, government’s role in market etc. The books which I referred include 

THE POWER OF PUBLIC IDEAS by Robert B. Reich etc. I also referred some books 

to have a theoretical comparison between cash transfer and in-kind transfers. 

I browsed through various government official websites including FCI’s, Food and 

Public Distribution Ministry etc for getting sufficient and updated data to support 

my findings.  

I referred various Annual Reports during the last few years mainly by Food and 

Public Distribution Ministry to understand various policies that government had 

adopted up to date and to know the achievements government had made with that 

policies. 

I referred various journals like economic and political weekly (EPW) to get various 

research papers on the topic that I am working. They helped me to understand 

both positive and negative sides of different policies. I looked in to some of the 

international papers to know about the international experience with certain 

policies especially in the case of cash transfer. 

Then for giving my recommendations I had gone through several working 

committee reports which helped me a lot throughout my project.  

With my mentor: Since my mentor is a professor at IIT kharagpur, I haven’t had 

the chance to meet him personally. But we had regular contacts throughout the 

internship period through e-mails and phone calls. He gave me full support 

throughout the period. He advised me to start with theoretical study on welfare 

economics and to he told me to support my findings with the theoretical 

explanations and to find what all factors had affected in the efficient functioning of 

various policies. 
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3. Government Efforts 

Government efforts to improve the storage facilities: 

 ATIONAL POLICY ON BULK HANDLING STORAGE & TRANSPORTATION OF 

FOODGRAINS.  

With a view to minimize storage and transit losses and to introduce modern 

technology, the Govt. had approved the National Policy on Bulk Handling, Storage 

& Transportation of food grains in June, 2000.  Under this policy, integrated bulk 

handling & transportation facilities are to be created at identified locations in 

procuring & consuming areas through private sector participation on Build-Own-

Operate (BOO)6.  

 STORAGE AND RESEARCH DIVISION of FOOD and PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION 

The S&R Division of the Department has the following components: 

  

 Indian Grain Storage Management and Research Institute (IGMRI), Hapur and 

its two field stations located at Hyderabad and Ludhiana. 

 Eight Quality Control Cells (QCCs) located at New Delhi, Kolkata, Hyderabad, 

Bangalore, Bhopal, Bhubaneswar, Lucknow and Pune.8 

 Central Grain Analysis Laboratory (CGAL) at Headquarters, New Delhi 

Government efforts in improving PDS: Government had taken various measures to 

improve the condition of PDS. Some of them are mentioned below: 

 

a. Implementation of the Nine Point Action Plan7. 

Details of this plan are as under: 

i. Continuous review of the BPL and AAY lists to eliminate bogus ration cards and 

to ensure coverage of only eligible BPL and Antyodaya families. 
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ii. Ensuring leakage-free and diversion-free distribution of PDS commodities, 

regular inspection by different levels of functionaries, strict action against 

guilty persons/agencies. 

iii. Involvement of Panchayati Raj Institutions in PDS operations - PRI 

representatives on Advisory Committees, running of fair price shops by 

Panchayats and effective representation of Panchayati Raj representatives on 

Vigilance Committees.  

iv. Ensuring transparency in working of PDS, display of BPL and AAY lists by fair 

price shops, observance of notified timings by fair price shops.  

v. Use of Information Technology, Computerization of TPDS operations, display of 

fair price shop-wise and district wise allocations of PDS commodities on web-

sites for public scrutiny.  

vi. Carryout door-step delivery of PDS commodities to fair price shops. 

vii. Ensuring timely availability of and issuance of food grains by fair price shops. 

viii. Creating awareness among public about PDS operations, training Vigilance 

Committees of intricacies of PDS operations.  

ix. Making fair price shops financially viable entities- allowing them to sell non 

PDS items etc. 

 

b. Concurrent evaluation of TPDS 

Concurrent evaluation of TPDS has been taken up in 26 states and UTs. 

c. Piloting of new technologies for tracking movement of vehicles transporting 

TPDS commodities. 

d. Display of identity on vehicles transporting TPDS food grains. 

e. Introduction of Monthly certification by Village panchayats/Vigilance 

Committees/Urban Local Bodies/Self Help Groups for delivery of food grains to 

FPS and distribution to ration card holders. 

f. Adoption and implementation of revised model Citizen Charter. 

g. Allotment of Fair Price Shops to Institutions and Groups. 

h. Computerization of TPDS operations. 

i. Introduction of Bar Coded Coupons with ration cards. 

j. Smart Card based TPDS. 
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k. Publicity-cum-awareness Campaign. 

l. Training Programmes for TPDS functionaries. 

m. Distribution of wheat flour/fortifies wheat flour/fortified wheat flour under 

TPDS. 

n. Transfer of food subsidy in cash (instead of food grains and sugar) to BPL/AAY 

beneficiaries under TPDS. 

o. Strengthening of consumer cooperatives and State Civil Supplies corporations 

p. e-PDS9: The Government of India has launched a comprehensive program to 

accelerate e-governance. The broad objectives of the e-governance program 

include enhancing efficiency, and improving transparency and accountability of 

the Public Distribution System. 

 

ROLE OF PANCHAYATHI RAJ INSTITUTIONS: Panchayathi Raj institutions had 

played an important role in improving the condition of PDS system. The states 

which had shown achievements or improvement in PDS had made use of these 

institutions effectively. Some of the actions taken by Panchayathi Raj Institutions 

include: 

 Consumer rights to information regarding fair price shops, entitlements, price, 

no. of cards attached to each shops etc. 

 Display of stock position at FPS. 

 List of beneficiaries displayed at FPS and at office of gram panchayat for public 

scrutiny. 

 Formation of FPS committee by gram panchayat for inspecting the FPS records 

and to keep watch on functioning of FPS. 

 Checking ration cards occasionally for its genuineness and correct entries of 

units in them. 

 

 

 

Most of these schemes are taken as study schemes and are only implemented in 

very few states and the vigilance team and all are not functioning up to the mark. 
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They are just another way of corruption. The report given on the number of 

meetings held by the vigilance committee in the Food and Public Distribution 

shows that there are only a few or in most states zero meetings held in the past 4-5 

year 
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4. Results and Discussions 

 

4.1Findings from the literature 

4.1.1FOOD MARKET INTERVENTION: Indian government had to promote its 

agriculture to attain self sufficiency. With the appearance of green revolution, India 

and some other Asian countries thought that with appropriate government 

intervention, they can achieve the self sufficiency. Indian government adopted 

“dual pricing policy” in the food market. The policy works as follows: ensuring a 

support price called the Minimum Support Price (MSP) and a selling price through 

public food procurement, stocking and distribution. 

Let us take wheat as a sample food grain and analyse the theory of food market 

intervention. The figure given below shows the demand and supply curves denoted 

by D and S respectively10. 

   

Fig.1 Supply Demand Curve 
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The point Pm represents the “free market equilibrium price” of the grain if there 

was no government intervention in the market. At this point demand equals the 

supply. In the free market case, the price farmers are getting Pm may be low or it 

may be too high for the poor. Also there is a need to keep some quantity of food 

grains in stock for emergency situations like draught, famine etc. So the 

government intervened the market by providing a support price to the farmers so 

as to ensure that they are getting a reasonable price for their grains as well as to 

procure the buffer stock for the emergency situation and also to make sure that 

they support the poor people in its country. 

 If the government fixes its support price below the price Pm, farmers would not 

sell their product to government because they are already getting a higher price Pm 

in the market. So now the government has to fix the support price above the 

marginal price Pm, let’s say at Ps. The government procure a particular amount of 

food grains at Ps. Usually in India, government procure almost one- third of the 

total production. Government keeps a portion of the procured food grains as buffer 

stocks for emergency situation and the rest is distributed to people through public 

distributive system (PDS) and open market sale scheme (OMSS).If we  Coming to 

the distribution part, one important aspect we need to look is that at what price 

government should distribute the grains. If the government tries to sell it at or 

above Ps (after including some extra storage, other maintenance cost), then the 

people are actually paying more than what they would have paid in the case of free 

market and also they are getting the grains at a comparatively lower price in the 

market ( the grains after the government procurement). If the government cannot 

sell its grain, and if they have to store it until it rots, then it is just as selling it at 

zero price. So the government has to sell it a price less than Ps, but in this case 

government have to bear the extra cost. So in no way government can do both. In 

India, government distribute a portion of the food grains procured through PDS to 

the vulnerable and poor people in the country and the remaining is sold through 

OMSS after including storage and transport cost. By doing so, government is trying 

to achieve two main points by distributing the procured food grains. Firstly, by 

distributing it through PDS government ensures that the food is reaching the poor 
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people. Secondly, government also need to stabilise the market price of the food 

grains. 

Now let us look into the data showing the quantities of wheat and rice procured by 

Indian government for the last few years and the MSP given by government to 

farmers. 

Table.2 MSP given to farmers   

Year Wheat  (Rs per 

quintal) 

                Paddy (Rs per quintal) 

  Common Grade -A 

2005-06 640 570 600 

2006-07 650 580 610 

2007-08 750 645 675 

2008-09 1000 850 880 

2009-10 1080 950 980 

2010-11 1100 1000 1030 

 (Source: Annual report 2010-11 Department of food and Public Distribution) 
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Fig.2  Wheat and rice procured during last ten years. (Source: Department of Food 

and Public Distribution) 

Form the above data we can see that there has been a hike in the procurement 

from 2008-09. Also from the table given above, we can see that the MSP given to 

the farmers also increased during the same period. These high procurement and 

high MSP played a crucial role in the food price inflation that we faced recently. 

High procurement affected the private traders as the quantity of grains available to 

them decreased as well as government failed to release the grains through PDS 

which overall affected the quantity of total grains available in the market. 

Table 3. Scheme and Sale through OMSS 

Scheme 

and Sale 

Duration 

MSP 

(in 

Rs) 

Sale 

Price 

Range 

(Rs Per 

Quintal

) 

Allotmen

t (in lakh 

metric 

tonnes) 

Approve

d for 

Sale(in 

lakh 

Metric 

tonnes) 

Lifting 

(in 

Lakh 

Metric 

Tonnes

) 

Lifting as 

% of 

Allotmen

t 

Lifting 

as % of 

approva

l 

Retail 

Sale 

100

0 

1021 to 

1381.7

9.09 NA 0.74 8.11 NA 

0 

50 

100 

150 

200 

250 

300 

350 

400 

Rice 

Wheat 
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Septembe

r 2008 

and 

February 

2009 

3 

October 

2009 and 

march 

2010 

108

0 

1099.2

8 to 

1518.4

3 

22.4 NA 5.37 23.98 NA 

January 

2011 and 

june 2011 

110

0 

1099.2

8 to 

1587.5

7 

10 NA 0.14* 1.43 NA 

Bulk Sale  

October 

2008 and 

March 

2009 

100

0 

1021 to 

1181 

14.69 12.13 11.86 80.74 97.77 

October 

2009 and 

March 

2010 

108

0 

1239.8

9 to 

1728.1

8 

18.71 14.66 14.59 77.98 99.57 

January 

2011 and 

February 

2011 

110

0 

1239.8

9 to 

1728.1

8 

10.84 6.02 5.54 51.13 92.10 

Small 

(private) 

traders  

August 

2010 and 

108

0 

1239.8

9 to 

1728.1

8 

4.12 NA 0.03 0.66 NA 
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December 

2010 

January 

2011 and 

June 2011 

110

0 

1239.8

9 to 

1728.1

8 

1.30 NA 0.28* 21.92 NA 

*as on 14 march 2011 (source: compiled from FCI database) 

High MSP inflated the open market price as the open market price is decided after 

adding transportation and other miscellaneous charges to the MSP. From the 

above table we can see the dependence of price of the grains in open market sale 

and the MSP. If we have to make sure that the grains are reaching poor and to 

stabilise price, the best way we can achieve is through off take of grains from Open 

market sale scheme (OMSS) in small amounts and to supply it through the 

retailers. But from the above table we can see that even though the grains were 

allotted to retailers the grains lifted by them was negligible. This is mainly due to 

the high price which in turn is due to high MSP. At the same time the grains lifted 

by the wholesalers are almost 100 % to what they had been allotted. So over all the 

total grains comes in the hands of few wholesalers which reduced the market 

competition. Along with this government failed to release grains through PDS. So 

overall food availability in market was less and indeed this is within the hands of a 

few wholesalers. So the overall result was the rise in price of grains (inflation). 

 The reason for the high procurement from 2008-09 can be understood if we look 

in to the buffer stock available with the government between January 2005 and 

March 2008. Due to the high MSP during 1990s there was large stock of grains 

available with the government mainly because of the mismanagement of food 

grains and due to the failure of government to release these through PDS. As a 

result government has to export the grains at a price almost equivalent to the PDS 

issue price. As a result the export of grains during 2001 to 2005 increased 

substantially high. So the stock with the government became considerably11. One 

another reason for low stock during 2005 to 2008 is that the procurement of 

wheat during these years where comparatively low due to several reasons. So 
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government had to increase the procurement and for the same government had to 

increase the MSP. And eventually the stock with government became almost two 

and a half times more than the required buffer stock. 

 

Table.4.Stock of wheat and rice with FCI (figures in Lakh tonnes) 

Date WHEAT  RICE  TOTAL  

 Actual 

stock 

Minimum 

Buffer 

norms 

Actual 

stock 

Minimum 

Buffer 

norms 

Actual 

Stock 

Minimum 

Buffer 

norms 

1.1.2007 54.28 82 119.77 118 174.05 200 

1.4.2007 47.03 40 131.72 122 178.75 162 

1.7.2007 129.26 171 109.77 98 239.03 269 

1.10.2007 101.21. 110 54.89 52 156.1 162 

1.1.2008 77.12 82 114.75 118 191.87 200 

1.4.2008 58.03 40 138.35 122 196.38 162 

1.7.2008# 249.12 201 112.49 98 361.61 299 

1.10.2008 220.25 140 78.63 52 298.88 192 

1.1.2009# 182.12 112 175.76 138 357.88 250 

1.4.2009 134.29 70 216.04 142 350.33 212 

1.7.2009 329.22 201 196.16 118 525.38 319 

1.10.2009 284.57 140 153.49 72 438.06 212 

1.1.2010 230.92 112 243.53 138 474.45 250 

1.7.2010 335.84 201 242.66 118 578.50 319 

1.10.2010 277.77 140 184.44 72 462.21 212 

1.01.2011 215.40 112 255.80 138 471.20 250 

 Source: Annual report 2010-11 Department of Food and Public Distribution 

Even if they had procured more, government could have controlled the price in 

market if they had a efficient distributive mechanism. Unfortunately government 

was not able to distribute the grains effectively. As a result even after having 
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comparatively higher production, we still had to face higher price and lack of food 

grains and at the same time these grains where rotting in government godowns. 

 One other problem with govt is that govt procure during whole year. There can be 

good times and bad times in production. Good times in the sense better production 

or better yield and bad times means low production. Government policy is to 

procure throughout the year whether it is good time or not. By this policy there 

won’t be any problem during good times as there is enough grains for both 

government and private traders10. But in the bad times if the government if the 

government increase MSP by thinking of giving more support to farmers at bad 

time, this will adversely affect the private traders as there won’t be enough grains 

available to them and as a result the grains in the market also will reduce. 

In case of Punjab, due to over procurement by government, private traders are 

able to buy only 10 % of wheat and 20-40 % of the paddy produced. Major share is 

still with government.  

 

One other important aspect of Indian market is the role of middlemen. The figure 

given below shows the theoretical aspect when the only seller and buyer in the 

market is middlemen. 
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Fig.3 Role of Middlemen in market 

In the above figure, curve D and S shows the demand and supply respectively when 

there are no middlemen in the market or in the case of free market. The curve MR 

and MO denotes the demand and supply when middleman is the only buyer and 

seller in the market. Qmm represents the middleman’s output and Pmmb and 

Pmms represents the price paid by the buyer to middleman and price middleman 

pays to seller respectively. The middleman’s profit is equivalent to the area 

covered by the points Pmmb, Pmms, C 

and E. In India we cannot ignore the role of middle man. During agricultural 

production, they support the small farmers by giving them the financial aid for 

buying fertilizers, high yield seeds and all other necessities. And after the 

harvesting they buy the grains from the farmers at a low price and they are the one 

who sells it to government or supplying in the market. So a major part of the 

support given by the government to farmers in the form of MSP is going to the 

middleman. But the important thing we have to note here is that if these 

middlemen were not in the market, our poor farmers will be in trouble. If we take 

the example of fertilizer subsidy, even though government is providing subsidised 
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fertilizer, the small farmers are not able to make benefit of this because they even 

do not have the money to buy the fertilizer at subsidised price. So they have to rely 

on middlemen for their needs. 

 

 

4.1.2 STORAGE OF FOOD GRAINS: Production of grains occurs once or twice in a year 

in most of the country. But there is a steady demand for food grains throughout the year, 

so storage of food grains plays an important role in the food grain policy. In India since we 

have to store the food grains for the distribution through PDS, storage has a much crucial 

role to play. Also the quality of the food grains greatly depends on how they were stored. 

 As on 01.02.2012, government has a stock of 318.26 lakh tonnes of rice and 

234.25 lakh tonnes of wheat making a total of 552.52 lakh tonnes. And the total 

storage facilities including state owned is around 454.54 lakh tonnes12. This shows 

that there is huge shortage in the available storage facilities. The main agencies 

which store the grains in bulk amount are: 

1. The Food Corporation of India (FCI) 

2. Central Warehousing Corporation (CWC) 

3. State Warehousing Corporation (SWC) 

4. Grain marketing cooperatives 

5. Some state governments. 

The storage depots with FCI include godowns, silos and an indigenous method developed 

by FCI, called Cover and Plinth (CAP). CAP is storing grains in the “open with adequate 

precautions such as rat and damp proof plinths, use of Damage and covering stacks with 

specially fabricated polythene covers etc”( FCI website). 

Under FCI, there are 1451 godowns all over the country and the central 

warehousing corporation (CWC) has 514 ware houses. Ware houses are supposed 

to be scientific storage of produce from the vagaries of whether, rodents, insects 

and pests. 
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Storing of food grains in open space has many drawbacks in India. The precautions 

supposed to be taken are not implemented. So almost 20 % of the total grains 

stored in the open areas are getting wasted. Government had acknowledged that 

food worth nearly Rs 60000 crore is destroyed every year due to poor and 

insufficient storage facilities. Another shameful fact is that government almost 

spend Rs 2.6 crore just to get rid of the rotted grains. I have given below data 

which shows the total (open stored plus other storage) losses during 

transportation and storage as given by the food corporation of India. There are 

cases of over reporting of wastage and these grains are sold in the open market. 

Now even in indoor storage (godowns), facilities are outdated and most of them 

are unrepaired for a long time. So during raining, moisture gets in and fungus 

destroys the grain making it inedible. Rodents not only eat up but also leave 

behind excreta which poison the remaining. 

One another issue with storage in godowns are the first procured grains are always 

lying in the bottom and always the top ones are used so the bottom level grains are 

always lying down there without usage and eventually they became unfit for usage.  

Table.5 Region wise Storage facilities ( lakh tonnes) as on 31.03.2012 

Serial No. Region  Storage capacity 

1 East 24.62 

2 North East 4.53 

3 North 184.07 

4 South 72.73 

5 West 39.91 

Source: FCI Official website 

Table.6 Transit Losses and storage loss (Qty. In lakh MT/Value in Rupees in crores) 

 Transit loss 

Year Qty Moved Qty of Loss % of loss Value of loss 

2008-09 306.80 1.07 0.35 120.22 
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2009-10 351.04 1.58 .045 240.35 

2010-11 38.12 1.80 0.47 288.98 

 

Storage Loss 

Year Qty Issued Qty of Loss % of loss Value of Loss 

2008-09 625.16 0.60 0.10 102.80 

2009-10 733.44 1.31 0.18 234.74 

2010-11 825.46 1.75 0.21 324.45 

 

 (Source: FCI Annual report 2010-11) 

 

Government had taken a lot of measures to improve the storage facilities. The 

department of food and Public distribution has taken many schemes for 

construction of storage facilities. Earlier the Planning commission had approved Rs 

149 crore for construction of godowns in north eastern states where the storage 

facilities are very less. The fund is distributed to FCI and state governments’ .The 

present scheme is to create an additional storage capacity of 5.4 lakh tonne in the 

NE states by FCI with an allocation of Rs 568.17 crore which has been approved by 

planning commission/ministry of finance. Govt had started its work for adding 

storage facility of 151 lakh tonnes in total and almost 5 lakh tonnes is already 

constructed. This is to be done through Private Entrepreneurs Guarantee Scheme 

(PEG), Central ware housing corporation (CWC), State Warehousing Corporation 

(SWC).  

             Some other measures to improve storage conditions that government has 

proposed include quality checking during procurement, electronic weighbridges, 

double line machine stitching of bags, improved gunny quality, regular inspection 

and deployment of security staffs at vulnerable points, polyphyletic and curative 

measures are carries out regularly for the control of insects/pests, effective rodent 

control measures, regular quality checks to ensure proper preservation of food 

grains13. 
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4.1.3DISTRIBUTION OF FOOD GRAINS: Distribution of food grains has an 

important role in the food grain management. Open market sale scheme (OMSS) 

and Public Distributive System (PDS) are the two main ways through which 

government distribute the food grains. They play an important role in regulating 

market price and also PDS is one of the major tools of government for fighting 

poverty.  

Open Market Sale Scheme(OMSS): In 1993, ministry discussed about the sale of 

wheat in open market scheme. In this meeting they decided that the surplus food 

grains create financial burden to FCI and they should be disposed off. Also the 

storage capacity with FCI was less, so such a scheme will reduce its inventory and 

carrying cost. The quantity proposed to be sold in the open market was meant to 

be a market intervention operation with the sole objective of preventing any sharp 

increase in the prices of wheat and its products in the lean months6. 

Earlier the sale through OMSS was mainly bulk sale or mainly to wholesalers and 

to small processors.  

In 2010-2011 & 2011-2012, government encouraged the sale to retailers. The 

ministry conveyed an allocation of approximately 10 lakh tonnes each of wheat 

and rice OMSS to state/UT governments during the month of January 2011 to June 

2011 for distribution to retail consumers. During the same period, 15 lakh tonnes 

of wheat and 12 lakh tonnes of rice were allocated for the bulk sale. Government 

introduced the retail sale mainly because of the inflation that we faced from 2008. 

By bulk sale government cannot ensure that they can regulate price because those 

few players have the complete market power. So releasing the food grains through 

retailers will bring competition in the market and hence the price of grains can be 

regulated. 

PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (PDS): Government launched Targeted Public 

Distribution System (TPDS) in 1997 to ensure the availability of minimum quantity 

of food grains to the families living below the poverty line. It was intended to cover 

about six crore poor families in the country for whom a quantity of 72 lakh tonnes 
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of food grains was earmarked annually at a rate of 10 kg per family per month14. 

At present, the PDS provides grains to around 6.5 crore poor families and 11.5 

crore above poverty line households through about 4.99 lakh fair price shops. And 

they extended the quantity from 10 to 35 kg per family per month. The BPL 

households are provided with a ration card and the rice or wheat is provided at a 

subsidised price which is called the central Issue price (CIP). The state government 

supply the food grains at Consumer End Price (CEP) which is not more than 50 

paise per kg over the CIP. State government is free to add the quantum coverage 

and subsidies over this. States like Tamil Nadu has a universalised PDS. 

 

Table.7 Wheat and rice distributed through PDS (Figs in million 

tonnes)/provisional 

Year                                      Wheat                                         Rice 

 Allotment   Lifting   Allotment  Lifting 

2006-07 14.4 10.1 43.3 15.9 

2007-08 11.9 10.6 27.3 17.5 

2008-09 14.4 9.7 23.7 16 

2009-10 21.3 13.9 24.1 15.8 

2010-11 22.2 17.3 28.4 18.8 

2011-12 26 18 32.3 22.6 

 (Source: FCI Official Website) 

 

 

 

ANTYODAYA ANNA YOJNA (AAY): Government of India has decided to issue 

wheat and rice at the rate of Rs. 2/- per and Rs.3/- per kg respectively to the 

poorest strata of the population out the identified BPL population. 

 

Table.8 Wheat and rice distributed under Antyodaya Anna Yojna (Figs in Lakh 

tonnes)/provisional 
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Year                                      Wheat                                         Rice 

 Allotment   Lifting   Allotment  Lifting 

2006-07 31.12 28.03 62.62 44.92 

2007-08 33.99 30.82 67.00 49.13 

2008-09 34.75 23.18 67.19 46.24 

2009-10 34.8 25.57 67.15 43.49 

2010-11 33.89 26.95 68.06 47.47 

2011-12 35.47 35.81 72.64 53.53 

 (Source: FCI Official Website) 

 

Table.9 Central Issue Price (Rate: Rs./Quintal) 

  

Commodity APL BPL AAY 

Wheat 610 415 200 

Rice Common 795 565 300 

Rice Grade ‘A’ 830 565 300 

(Source: FCI Official Website) 

PROBLEMS WITH THE CURRENT PDS SYSTEM 

1. Identification of poor: Identifying the beneficiaries is one of the most important 

challenges in providing any kind of support. There are both inclusion and 

exclusion errors in TPDS. A lot of poor households who are supposed to be 

benefited by the TPDS are categorised as Above Poverty Line (APL) families 

and similarly a lot of non poor families are currently benefited by the PDS.  

2. Bogus Ration cards: There is large number of bogus ration cards (fake 

beneficiaries) which the Fair Price Shop (FPS) dealers had created for their 

own benefit. The dealers issue the subsidised grains in their names and they 

sell it in the open market. Over 2.48 crore bogus ration cards have been deleted 

from the list of beneficiaries across the country till March end this year. 
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3. Diversion of food grains: A large portion of the food grains are sold in the black 

market. This occurs mainly during the transportation of the grains from 

godowns to shops. About 67% of the total wheat allotted for distribution is 

diverted (not reaching beneficiaries) 

4. Quality of food grains: The quality of the food grains given through FPS is 

extremely poor and even in those states where the PDS works comparatively 

better, off take from these shops is very less due to the poor quality. This is one 

of the main reasons why people prefer cash over food grains 

5. System Transparency and Accountability: A serious problem with the present 

system is the lack of transparency and accountability in its functioning. This 

makes the monitoring of system at any level extremely difficult. 

6. Informational Asymmetry: An important assumption of the perfectly 

competitive model is that both buyers and sellers are well informed. In many 

cases, people are not aware of their rights, price of the commodities, their 

quota etc (Lemons problem).  

In some cases sellers (or government) are less aware. For example in southern 

states, like Kerala, they have their own variety of rice which is commonly 

consumed. If government supplies northern variety of rice in these states off 

take from FPS will be very less. Also while finding the beneficiaries; people may 

not disclose their full information and consequently rich people may get 

categorised as poor and vice versa (adverse selection problem).   

7. In states like Rajasthan, people have to travel several kilometres for buying the 

grains. So if they are not aware of the opening and closing date and time, it may 

happen that the shop is closed when they reach there and mostly they buy the 

total entitlement in 2-3 instalments. So most of the time they have to travel 4-5 

times in a month to avail their monthly entitlement. So under the present travel 

charges, the actual benefit they are getting is very much less than what they are 

supposed to get. 

8. Other problems include over pricing, corruption, lack of information among the 

people about the entitlements, timings of opening and closing of ration shops 

etc. Due to lack of information regarding the opening dates of FPS, people 

usually are not able to arrange money for buying the grains entitled to them. 
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 The prime minister himself in a speech reiterated,  

“We spend far too much money funding subsidies in the name of equity, with 

neither equity objectives nor efficiency objectives being met”. 

 

From the chart given below we can see that states like Himachal Pradesh, Tamil 

Nadu, and Chhattisgarh had done exceptionally well in the last few years in 

improving the PDS system. This is mainly due to the various government policies 

and due to the efficient working of local institutions like Panchayathi Raj 

Institutions. 

But the states like Bihar, Rajasthan, and Uttar Pradesh etc are still facing the 

problem of diversion of food grains 

Fig.4 Diversion of PDS grains in 9 states studied in PDS survey 2011 
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Source: Calculated from Monthly food grains bulletin and National Samples 

 

PDS Survey 2011: A survey was conducted by students among 9 states namely 

Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, Orissa, 

Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh. The main objectives of this survey were 

to study the ground level realities with respect to the PDS, Why some states do 

well, but not others and to study the people’s view and reasons on Cash vs. Food15. 

Key findings of this survey: 

1. Overall 15 % of the people complained about the poor quality 

2. 38 % reported lack of predictability-Days of opening and closing are not fixed. 

3. 20 % complained about inadequate information regarding the opening of FPS 

4. 45 % reported the last visit to FPS took more than 2 hours. 

5. 48 % reported that days of opening are not adequate. 

6. 18% reported that dealer’s attitude is unhelpful 

7. 18 % reported that FPS dealer refused to give full quota. 

 In these data, there is a huge inter- state variation. For example, In AP and HP 

there were hardly any complaints against quality but some household in Rajasthan 

reported finding 2-3 kg of stones in the wheat out of 25 kg they bought each 

month. 

But overall the condition of PDS has been improved in most of the states: 

Some of the main reasons for the improvement: 

1. Except in Bihar, Jharkhand and Uttar Pradesh, state government increased the 

commission of the FPS dealers. 

2. Universalization of benefits in TN, HP and quasi-universal in AP and 

Chhattisgarh. 
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3. Recent price trends- Since the market price of grains increased so much as 

compared to FPS price, people started using FPS without considering quality 

and reach ability of shops. 

4. De-privatisation of PDS outlets- PDS outlets are being handed over to gram 

panchayats, salaried employees of co-operatives etc. 

5. Door step delivery of the grains and use of GPS technique to track the trucks. 

6.  Other government efforts and policies to improve the efficiency of the system 

like displaying information of price, names of BPL beneficiaries, opening and 

closing timing, opening dates etc in the FPS. 

 

 

4.2Gap analysis  

“Out of each one rupee spent by India only 27 paise reaches the poor”  

Even though intention of TPDS is to provide food grains to the poor at a subsidised 

rate, many poor people are not able to enjoy this facility simply because they are 

not categorised as under below poverty line people. So due to the exclusion errors 

the many people who are eligible otherwise are not able to buy the grains at 

subsidised rate. 

Some state governments including Tamil Nadu and Himachal Pradesh had made 

their PDS universal so that everyone can enjoy the subsidised food grain facility. 

Reports shows that this had helped a lot and the people are actually benefiting 

from such a policy. 

At the initial stages of TPDS, the total grains given per household were 10kg per 

month. After recognising that this is not enough for the monthly consumption 

government increased the entitlement and currently the entitled quantity per 

household is 35 kg per month. But even after increasing the quantity, people are 

not able to lift the total 35 kg of food grains mainly because they don’t have enough 

funds to buy the full quota. 
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State government of Kerala and some other states started giving the grains in 4 

equal weekly instalments so that the poor do not have to pay a large price at a 

single time but they can pay it in 4 parts. 

The grains supplied in Andhra Pradesh were mostly northern variety but the 

people preferred their own variety. Similarly in Kerala, people prefer double boiled 

rice but the PDS supplied northern variety. Also the quality of the grains is very 

poor. So people usually prefer buying from market rather than PDS shops. But now 

many southern states started supplying their own varieties through PDS. 

 

 

5. Recommendations, Scope and Strategy for 

Implementation 

 

Our existing PDS scheme is well planned and if implemented in the right manner 

can benefit the poor. Rather than coming up with new schemes, it would be better 

to collaborate the PDS with some of the existing schemes. 

No amount of investment, additional infrastructure or funding can bring a change 

in the system unless the institutions which are responsible for allocating these 

funds functions properly. The main problems with institutional governance 

include, there are many institutions which have almost similar duties but these 

institutions are not inter-linked and they perform independent to each other. Also 

they are not provided with full power in its functions and always higher 

government regulate the fund allocation and its functions and there is no 

involvement of local citizens or beneficiaries in the functioning of institutions. 

 So our main objective should be to provide higher decision making powers to state 

level governments or local institutions to identify the problems they are facing, to 

find out the schemes which are working properly in their area and to find out the 

solutions after bringing all the departments under which these schemes are 

operated. 
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One another important area to be looked while making changes in the system is 

the involvement of technology in the implementation of policies. So I have listed 

some suggestions below which I think if implemented can improve the system.  

 

 

1. SELF HELP GROUPS (SHGs) as PDS Dealers 

A self- help group (SHG) is a village based financial intermediary usually composed 

of 10-20 local women. Members make small regular savings over a few months 

until there is enough capital in the group to begin lending. Funds may then be lent 

back to the members or to others in the village for any purpose. 

There are about 2.2 million SHGs in India representing 33 million members.  

In Andhra Pradesh over 16 lakh SHG households in 7000 villages participate in an 

initiative to help SHGs aggregate rice requirements of households and to make 

bulk purchases from the open market and the PDS. SHGs prepare a list of expected 

rice requirement of their members for 1, 3 or 6 months. The association of SHGs in 

a village then make a bulk purchase from open market or PDS and then distribute 

to the SHG members. The members pay a portion of the price when they receive 

rice and the rest can be made in instalments. If some members have problem in 

paying back, SHG helps them by giving small loans. 

Other initiative was in Orissa, where SHG member got the PDS dealership and they 

were given a small loan for buying the initial stock. Then they distributed it among 

the members and here also the members were given the provision of paying the 

price in instalments. 

Some benefits of giving PDS dealership to SHGs are: 

a) Usually the poor has to walk 2-3 km to the nearby FPS. But now since the SHGs 

are local bodies, the shops will be available in the nearby locality. 

b) The beneficiaries will be getting the opportunity to pay back in instalments or 

they can buy the total entitled grains in 2 or 3 purchases in a month. 
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c) If they have problems with paying the price, small loans will be available to 

them 

d) Unhelpful attitude of the PDS leaders can be eliminated. 

e) The timings of shops will be according to the local people’s convenience. 

f) Over pricing and related issues can be controlled to a large extend. 

g) The issue of corruption or leakages will be very less compared to the present 

conditions. 

h) It can improve the women’s role in society and can develop the business mind 

in local women. 
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Sub-Collector make invitation of application 

SHGs required to submit the filled application form in Sub-
collector's office 

Enquiry at the block level by Marketing Inspector and he submit 
report to the block Level Advisory Committee (BLAC) 

BLAC makes itrecommendationsto Sub-Collector and he makes 
the final Decission.  

NABARD assosiated with Rural Development Ministry gives 
financial Support to the SHG members. 

SHG members lift the food grains from state or district level 
godowns and then it is distributed thriugh FPS 
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2. SMART CARD: 

 

A large part of the leakage and corruption in the PDS is due to bogus ration cards 

and shadow (genuine ration cards used by someone else) rationing cards. Such a 

problem can be solved using Biometrics and by giving complete information of the 

beneficiaries. 

A smart card is a secure electronic device used for storing data pertaining to the 

beneficiary in a secure form. The data that can be stored in smart cards are: 

i. The name of the beneficiary and family members 

ii. Address of the beneficiary 

iii. Biometrics of the beneficiary and family members 

iv. Category (APL, BPL, AAY) and the monthly entitlement. 

The cards can be embedded with a hologram to avoid counterfeiting. 

Biometric identification is the process of identifying a person through 

characteristics such as iris and retinal patterns, finger prints etc. Since these are 

unique characteristics of an individual forging of ration cards is not possible18 

A pilot project of launching smart card in UP, Haryana and Chandigarh has been 

found successful.  

One issue with smart card is the cost of implementation. Since the cost of project is 

high a better option will be to connect PDS smart card scheme to the UID’s smart 

card scheme. A scheme for creating smart card already exists with UID.  
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3. Point of Sale (PoS): 

A PoS is a fully integrated device which can carry out sales and billing 

transactions, to print a receipt and automate the bookkeeping reducing the 

time required for transaction. It can store the transaction for a particular time 

period. It has a finger print reader which can be used to positively identify a 

beneficiary before a transaction is made. 

      The main features of a PoS device are18: 

a) It is powered by a removable, rechargeable high capacity Li-ion battery which 

supports 170-200 transactions. This device is able to function for 5-6 hours 

before it requires to be recharged. Since availability of electricity throughout a 

day is not present in most of the rural areas, such a feature is very important. 

This is one of the main concerns while computerizing the PDS shops. 

Department of Food & Public Distribution, GOI approves 
the projcet 

Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI 

0 collects the necessary data (biometrics, name etc and 
issue the UID card or smart card 

Food Corporation of India 

 

State Food & Civil Supplies Department(s)  

State Civil Supplies Corporation Supplies the smart cards to 
the benficiaries directly or through FPS dealers 
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b) It is a tamper proof device to protect data. 

c) Since finger print reader is available with PoS, biometric identification is 

possible 

d) It stores data of transactions carried out in a month. Since on line facilities are 

not available in most rural areas, these stored data can be uploaded to online 

data base once in a month for the automation purposes. 

Many households are not lifting their entire entitled grains because of several 

reasons including unavailability of adequate funds, poor quality of grains etc, but 

the dealers show in papers that the people had lifted the grains and the dealers sell 

it in black market. Since PoS machine automatically records all the data and since it 

itself generate the receipt, chances for such actions from the dealers can be 

eradicated. Also over pricing is not possible if we introduce PoS machine. These 

systems present an effective way of communicating the entitlements with 

beneficiaries. 
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• Department of Food & Public Distribution 
(DFPD) has to approve for the nation wide 
implementation 

•  State Food & Civil Supplies Department(s) has 
to approve if each individual states are 
implementing 

Approval 

•   DFPD provides fund through Food Corporation of 
India (FCI)  

•  Each State government has to bear the cost if they 
are implementing independently. 

Funding  

• Since finger print reader is used, atie up with 
UIDAI is required for easy iimplemetation Biometrics 
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4. Food grains as a part of the NREGA wages: 

As on may 2012, the total food stock has reached 7.11 crores. This means an excess 

of 5 crores than the required buffer stock. Since we lack sufficient storage facilities, 

the chances for these grains to rot are pretty high. So government has to somehow 

find a way for releasing these excess grains. Government is planning to release 

these grains to the poor. One of the efficient ways to release these grains is to 

provide the food grains to the poor as a part of their NREGA wages. 

The food grains can be distributed at a rate at which they are currently supplied 

through PDS (Central Issue Price).  Such a policy can be temporary for a particular 

period until the sufficient storage facilities are completed. It can be made 

permanent after studying the results of such a scheme in that period. 

The advantages of such a scheme include: 

a) Most important benefit is the release of the surplus grains which otherwise 

either gets rot or will be exported. Last time when government exported, they 

had to sell it at a price comparable to central Issue price (CIP) in the 

international market. 

b)  In states like Rajasthan, the condition of PDS is not at all good. But at the same 

time NREGA is working comparatively better. So in such states this scheme 

would help the poor to have access to food and to fight hunger. 

c) Since NREGA is a self-targeting scheme (only poor people will come for the 

kind of work NREGA provides), the problem of inclusion error is negligible in 

NREGA as compared to the PDS. So this ensures that only poor people are 

benefited by this. 

d) In many cases, beneficiaries are not able to lift the total entitled grains because 

of the lack of enough funds. So providing food as wage will be a solution to this 

problem 
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DFPA &FCI  
•  makes the decision of supplying food grains  

NREGA 

•NREGA which comes under Rural Development ministry 
makes the decision of approving the scheme 

•  Both jointly has to make decision on percentage of wage to 
be given as food grains 

•State Food & Civil Supplies epartment and State Civil 
Supplies Corporation takes the necessary actions for the 
supply of grains like place for distributing grains etc 
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5. Tracking the food grains movement  

The diversion of PDS grains to black market mainly occurs during the 

transportation of grains from various godowns to PDS Shops. So if we can 

effectively track the movement of food grains, we can reduce the leakages. 

States like Tamil Nadu had already installed GPS devices in the trucks and the 

reports shows that it had led to a better managed PDS. 

Also we can provide the details of destination on the trucks and also a toll free no. 

so that if any one notices the truck in a wrong place, they can inform to the 

vigilance team.   

 

.  

 

 

 

 

FCI Transports grains from procurement centre to the 
regional depots. So FCI can monitor the trucks or grains up to 
regional  depots 

State government carries from regional depots to issue 
centre and from there to shops,it is PDS dealers.The state 
government can  carry out the entire process of monitoring. 

Food & Public Distribution Department or state government 
can provide the funds required. 

Technical assistance team is required  for the various monitoring tasks 
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6. Direct Cash transfer    

                   

                 “Just give Money to the poor!” 

 

As the name suggests direct cash transfer means to give assistance to the poor by 

transferring cash to them directly rather than providing food grains (or other in-

kind transfers) 

Providing assistance to poor through cash transfer is a policy which has been well 

implemented in South American countries like Brazil.  

About 1.13 million people in Indian are below poverty line, i e, about 70 million 

household. Government spend almost Rs 1, 80,000 crore on various Centrally 

Sponsored Schemes (CSS). If this amount was distributed equally to all the 70 

million households, each household would have received over Rs 2140 monthly. 

This is more than the poverty line income of the rural households and more than 

70 % of the urban poverty line income. Even if the government distribute the 

money they spend on PDS, it would be around Rs.500 to each household and this 

would be enough to buy 35 kg of rice or wheat at the relatively high market price. 

 

According to micro economics, if the intention of government is to give support 

and assistance to poor, then cash transfer is a better option than the in- kind 

transfers like giving food to people.  
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Fig.5 Cash versus in-kind transfer 

In the above graph I1, I2, and I3 are three indifference curves. An indifference curve 

shows the combination of two products(X and Y) that provide an individual with a 

given level of utility (satisfaction). The further away from the origin on an 

indifference curve the higher the total utility; this is because the higher the 

indifference curves the more products are being consumed and if goods are "good" 

our utility must be therefore be greater. I3 has a higher level of utility than I1. 

Assuming the aim of consumers is to maximise utility this means they will want to 

consume on the highest possible indifference curve. The line 1-2 shows the budget 

line. The constraint for consumers is their income. Given the prices of the products 

and given an amount of income there is a limit to what a consumer can buy. The 

maximum affordable combination of products that a consumer can afford is shown 

by the budget line. 

 Let us assume that an individual B whose budget line is 1-2 is at the point 6 on the 

indifference curve I1. When the government provides some units of X as in kind 

transfer, the budget line of B changes from 1-2 to 1-7-5. Now B is at point 7 on the 

indifference curve of I2. But a cash transfer of same amount is equal to unit 1-4 of Y 

and the budget line in this case will be 4-5. In this budget line, it is at the point 8 of 

the indifference curve I3. We have already seen that I3 has a better utility than I2. So 
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theoretically if the government’s intention is the better utility of poor, then direct 

cash transfer will be a better option. 

 

INTERNATIONAL EXAMPLES: 

Brazil’s Bolsa Familia is a grant provided to families with less than a threshold 

monthly income, with the requirement of attendance at government clinics and 

85% school attendance.  

The Oportunidades programme in Mexico is a highly conditional cash transfer 

system based on a complex system of eligibility (age, gender and level of education 

of each family member, access to electricity and tap water, household assets) and 

requiring family members, especially mothers, to meet various time-intensive 

conditions like attending meetings and providing “voluntary” community labour17.  

 

INDIAN EXPERIANCE: 

The earlier experience which we have with cash transfer is the case of pension. 

According to a study conducted by Puja Dutta et al, the loss due to leakages is only 

up to 17% in Karnataka where as in the case of PDS, loss due to leakage is as large 

as 74 % in the case of Bihar. 

Mukhyamantri Balika Cycle Yojana is a conditional cash transfer scheme of Bihar 

government. Under this scheme, all girls would be given bicycles free of cost by the 

state government after getting admission to class IX. Reports suggest that this 

scheme is working successfully in Bihar. 

One of the main problems with cash transfer is the availability of infrastructure 

and market facilities in rural areas. If good market facilities are not available, the 

transfer of cash won’t help the poor. Other issue is the availability of bank facilities 

in rural areas. Since the implementation of NREGA, most of the rural areas have the 

bank facilities or at least post offices. Some of the advantages of the cash transfer 

are: 
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a) Cash in the hands of poor would expand their choices and would avoid the 

paternalism inherent in imposing the current set of choices. 

b) Cash would relieve financial constraints faced by the poor; otherwise they have 

to rely on money lenders etc in necessary conditions. 

c) The administrative cost of cash transfer will be much less compared to other 

kind of transfers. 

d) In the case of PDS, each month there are chances for leakage and corruption 

since the food is distributed monthly. But in case of cash transfer, once entitled 

and bank account details are registered, cash is transferred directly without 

involvement of any dealers or middlemen. So the leakage chances are 

considerably reduced. 

e) The quality of food grains distributed through PDS is extremely poor, so cash 

transfer would allow the beneficiaries to have a control over the quality of food 

grains. 

f) Less involvement of vigilance committees and other inspections.  

g) So through all the above advantages, we can reduce the corruption involved in 

PDS considerably. 

The main aspect we have to consider in direct cash transfer is whether it should be 

conditional or unconditional. Since we are giving direct cash, the chances for 

having inclusion errors is comparatively higher than that of in kind transfer. 

For example, in the case of NREGA since we are paying for work. Those people who 

are ready to do the kind of work that NREGA provides, only they will be benefited 

by the scheme.  

But if we simply provide cash to people chances for this cash to not reach the 

beneficiaries is very high. And we can see that in international examples that I have 

mentioned, the schemes are highly conditional. 

One other aspect which is discussed highly is the chances for the poor to use this 

cash on other needs. For examples, chances for misusing this cash for buying 

alcohols etc are very high. One of the possible solutions for such an issue is to 

transfer the cash to elder female in the family.  
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Even then chances are there that they may spend on other needs like health care 

facilities, education etc. But my view is that we should not restrict their use as our 

overall aim is the welfare of our people. More over what we have to do is to 

provide good and cheap health care facilities, schools etc and in that way to make 

them use the cash for food.    

So the success of such a scheme has a high dependence on the infrastructure, 

market facilities and the working efficiency of local institutions. 

The decision of choosing between PDS and cash transfer should be given to state 

governments or if possible to further lower administrations because they have a 

complete idea of their market facilities and local institutions. The states like Bihar 

which had shown success in cash transfer should be allowed to implement cash 

transfer.   

Given below is the list of various stake holders involved in the total distribution 

chain. So any policy level or other reforms will be done through these stake 

holders. 
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Department of Food and Public Distribution 
(DFPD) 

Food Corporation of India (FCI) 

State Food & Civil Supplies Department(s) 

State Civil Supplies Corporation  

Procurement and Distribution Agencies  

SWC, CWC and Private Godowns 

Fair Price Shop 

Scheme wise Ration card Holder 
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7. Construction of grain silos (metal or concrete): 

Government had taken much initiative to increase the storage facilities. The 

current plans are to construct more godowns. Rather than constructing godowns, 

government should consider constructing more grain silos. Presently there are a 

few silos with government and they are mainly used for oils seeds.  

In Indian condition, the initial cost for silos is much higher than that of godowns. 

But this additional cost could be recovered within 2-4 years and after that 

government can save a considerable amount each year. 

Some of the advantages of silos over godowns are listed below19: 

 Low running costs 

 Low labour requirements 

 Rapid handling 

 Low through spillage and rodents 

 Efficient and effective fumigation operation 

 Less land area requirement 

 Complete control of aeration 

 Possible to store the grain for longer periods 

 Possible to mechanise all operations 

 Possible to store moist grain for short periods 

 Rotation of food grains is possible 

The silos are either metal or concrete. Metal silos are cheaper than the concrete 

ones by 15-20%. 

Item Silo system Godown system  

Loss due to moisture/year 0.2 % 1% 

Loss due to rodents, 

insects, fungi and handling 

0.2% 8% 

Operational costs Less high 
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8. RODENT CONTROL MEASUREs 

Loss due to rodents and insects in storage godowns is comparatively high in India. 

There are few basic methods to control rodents and some of them are mentioned 

below19: 

a) Monitoring: - Monitoring means surveillance for the presence of rodents. 

Monitoring should be organised formally and regularly. 

b) Co-operation:- If an area is made rodent free, chances are there for the 

migration of rodents from the nearby areas. So if some measures are taken to 

control rodents, it should be done simultaneously in several adjacent areas. 

c) Sanitation: - Rodents require food and shelter. Therefore if we reduce the 

availability of these two, we could reduce the rodents.  In the case of buildings 

the most effective method of rodent prevention is the improvement of hygiene 

or sanitation in and around them. Primarily this means sweeping the store and 

keeping both it and the surrounding area neat and tidy, i.e. free from any 

objects such as empty containers, idle equipment or discarded building 

materials, which could provide cover or nesting places for rodents. 

d) Proofing: - Since removing all food stored is not possible, we have to keep the 

foods in rat proof containers. 

e) Natural Prevention (Predation) 

f) Chemical Control: - It includes usage of Anticoagulant Rodenticides, Pulsed 

Baiting, Perimeter Baiting, Fumigation etc. 
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9. Quality Checking: 

Measures to be taken by government for regular quality checking. Quality should 

be checked at every level of food grain management starting with procurement, 

then storage and at distribution. Along with quality control, weighment of food 

grains also should be given equal importance.  

These measures should be taken at the following levels: 

1. During procurement of food grains. 

2. At FCI Storage facilities. 

3. At CWCs and SWCs. 

4. At the whole sale point 

5. At the retail point 

6. At the time of sale of stocks to the beneficiary. 

 

After successful implementation of the above schemes and other government 

policies which I had mentioned in the Government effort section, if we achieve 

DFPA makes the decision and ministry of Finance 
provides th funds 

FCI ot through private Entrepreneurs construct the 
silos 

CWC,SWC takes care of the godowns .So rodent 
measures has to implemented by them 
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complete transparency and biometric details of the beneficiaries we can take some 

additional measures for giving better welfare to people. Some of such measures 

are: 

Roaming Ration Cards: 

A large portion of the rural population migrates to urban areas/other states mainly 

for better job opportunities.  

According to current PDS schemes an individual/household can buy their 

entitlement only from the PDS shops in which their name is enrolled. Due to this 

the migrants who are actually under below poverty line are not able to benefit 

from the schemes. So if we can provide Roaming Ration Card facility, these 

migrants who stay in different places for a short period can avail the PDS grains. 

Choice of Fair price shops: 

People should be given the choice to choose between two FPS shops. This brings 

competition between the FPS dealers. The competition will compel them  

 To sell good quality grains 

 To expand FPS and to include other items 

 To open the shops in time and date specified. 

 To improve the behaviour of dealers towards the people. 

 

Other recommendations include  

1. Increase the commissions for PDS dealers. The current commission is so low 

that for making a reasonable profit, they are compelled to do malpractices. It is 

like an incentive to the dealers for doing corruption. So if we have to increase 

the commissions of PDS dealers.  

2. Complete control in making decision and implementation of a scheme should 

be given to the local institutions. District level body should monitor local 

institutions, state government should monitor district government and the 

central government should monitor state governments. Even though such a 
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system is proposed, it is still confined to papers. There is always pressure and 

involvement of higher governmental bodies in the functioning of institutions 

and they are not able to work independently and effectively. 

3. Giving the dealership license of FPS to educated youth. 

4. Complete automation by computerising all areas (top to bottom) of the scheme. 

Most of the state government’s had already taken their first step. 

5. Conducting promotional campaigns throughout the year and try to involve 

more local beneficiaries as part of the scheme like giving licence of FPS, 

involving them in vigilance committees etc. 
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6. Suggestions for future work 

 

My actual project was to study the trends in the prices of essential commodities as 

a result of government policies, planning and negligence in supply chain and 

storage facilities of the essential commodities. Since the internship was of two 

months duration, I constrained my project to wheat and rice. There are other 

commodities like kerosene, LPG etc which has to be looked in a completely 

different aspect. 

  

Also I hadn’t considered perishable goods in my study whose storage and 

movement needs to be looked in a much more scientific way. 

 

Identification of poor is a completely different topic which I hadn’t included in my 

project. It has various aspects to be considered like is our current BPL/APL list 

efficient, what all were the criteria’s in categorising them, if that list is not efficient 

how can we come up with a better survey. How UID or Aadhaar can be used for 

this purpose etc. 

 

Direct cash transfer is to be looked much deeper like whether it should be 

conditional or unconditional. If conditional cash transfer is chosen, then what all 

are the possible conditions that we can keep on them. As direct cash transfer has a 

much higher tendency to have inclusion errors, what all possible measures we can 

take to avoid such a problem. 

 

I haven’t discussed about food coupons in my project. Food coupons are 

implemented successfully in USA. So can we introduce such a scheme? What are 

the pros and cons of such a scheme?    

 

The role of private traders in market is another area which I hadn’t included in my 

study. How the liberalisation of government policies will affect the price and food 

availability in market. Private involvement in exports and imports of food grains is 
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another area which I missed. A report shows that in Bangladesh, private imports 

helped in reducing the price of commodities rather than the imports by 

government. So such policies need to be analysed more deeply 
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7. Conclusion  

 

We have seen that the unusually high procurement of food grains at a higher MSP 

during 2008-09 and 2009-10 had resulted in the inflation. Higher procurement 

affected the amount of food grains available for the private parties for their sales 

and the high MSP affected the open market sale price. But government had to 

procure more because of the reduction in the stock of grains with government 

between January 2005 and March 2008. 

Due to high production and high procurement, total food grains with FCI reached 

far more than the required buffer stock. The procured amount reached much 

higher than the total godown storage capacity available with government. So 

government started storing the extra grains in CAP facilities where the grains are 

stored in open areas by covering them with polythene covers. Such a storage 

mechanism was inefficient and up to 20 % of the grains stored in open places 

where considered wasted due to rain and other factors. Recently government has 

started many plans to improve the storage capacity. 

In the distribution of food grains, we saw that even though there are so many 

problems and issues with the current PDS system, recent PDS survey conducted in 

2011shows that overall the condition of PDS in India has improved. In states like 

Himachal Pradesh, PDS is working exceptionally well. But again states like Bihar, 

Jharkhand are still lagging behind. This improvement in PDS efficiency is mainly 

due to few reasons like better role of Panchayathi Raj institutions and other 

government actions like de-privatisation of PDS, increase in the commission of PDS 

dealers etc.  

Still the condition is not satisfactory and I tried to come up with some 

recommendations. My suggestion would be to start direct cash transfer to at least 

those states where the current performance of PDS is especially poor and where 

poverty is severe. Bihar had shown that a cash transfer scheme of giving bicycles to 

girls to promote education is successful and the overall leakage in pension scheme 
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is up to 17 % in some states as compared to as much high as 74% in the case of 

PDS in state of Bihar.  

Also as lots of food is wasted due to insufficient storage facility, we have to release 

these grains to the poor before it get wasted. One way of releasing the grains will 

through NREGA. Government can supply food grains as a part of the NREGA wage. 

Since NREGA is a self-targeted scheme, chances for reaching the grains to non 

beneficiaries is very low. 

Also we should try to involve local beneficiaries in the PDS system like some 

beneficiaries in vigilance committees. One other possible solution is to give PDS 

dealer license to SHG’s members.  

Since bogus cards are major part of the leakage in PDS, introduction of Biometrics 

will help in reducing this. This can be either through smart cards or UID smart card 

where biometric information will be stored in these. We can also use Point of Sale 

(PoS) machine with a finger print reader for making bills and storing data. 

So I conclude by hoping that use of technology and involvement of local 

beneficiaries in the system can provide a complete automation to the system. And 

such a system can reduce the corruption and leakages with PDS.  

Let’s hope that a day will come where no Indian has to sleep without a meal.  
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9. Appendix A 

Meetings and Interviews 

Date: May 11, 2012 

Duration of Discussion: e mail conversation 

Discussion [Please use bullets]:  

1. Brief introduction about myself 

 

Date: May 17, 2012 

Duration of Discussion: e mail conversation 

Discussion [Please use bullets]: 

1.  I asked his suggestions in approaching the project 

2. He told me to start with some theoretical reading 

3. He suggested me to go through basic concepts of welfare economics, 

free market, market failure and role of governments and institutions in 

effective policy makings 

4. He told me to focus on food grains (wheat and rice) rather than total 

essential commodities because of the time limit in project 

5. He asked me to look in to various public policies, particularly to 

understand why the earlier policies failed and the role of delivery 

mechanisms in the regard. 

6. To make the task mentioned in the synopsis in the right order. 

Date: May 23, 2012 

Duration: email conversation 

Discussion: 
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1. I sent him my first week’s findings. 

2. I asked him to provide some references to understand role of institutions. 

3. He sent me a paper which he had worked on: 

A Development Delivery Institution for the Tribal Communities: Experience of 

the National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme in India 

Date: May 30, 2012 

Duration: email conversation 

Discussion: 

1. I sent him the first week presentation. 

2. He gave me a correct structure for doing the project and making report 

3. He sent me 4 papers which are related to my project topic. 

4. He told me to change the title of my project 

Date: May 31, 2012 

Duration: email conversation 

Discussion: 

1. I sent him the second week presentation 

Date: June 5, 2012 

Duration: email conversation 

Discussion: 

1. The papers he earlier sent me were on procurement of food grains.  

2. He told to look at some other papers which is on the supply side. 

Date: June 6, 2012 

Duration: email conversation 

Discussion: 
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1. I sent him an over view of all the topics that I had work on so far. 

2. He told me to put these readings and findings in a right format. 

3. He told me to have a look at the approach paper to the 12th Five-Year Plan( 

available at the planning commission website) 

4. He also suggested me to look at this year’s Economic Survey (available at 

the website of ministry of Finance) 

Date: June 11, 2012 

Duration: email conversation 

Discussion: 

1. I asked his suggestions for making the mid term report. 

2. He asked me to send the topic names that I had worked on so far and I sent 

him the same. 

Date: June 14, 2012 

Duration: email conversation 

Discussion: 

1. He told that he will send a structure for my report as soon as possible. 

2. He told me to look at www.macroscan.org for relevant reports. 

3. On June 15th he sent me the structure for my midterm report. 

Date: June 16, 2012 

Duration: email conversation 

Discussion 

1. I asked him about the scope of a survey in my project. 

Date: June 16, 2012 

Duration: email conversation 

Discussion: 

http://www.macroscan.org/
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1. He told that if time permits a primary survey among farmers as well as 

among the consumers. 

2. I asked the coordinators about the same and I requested them for allowing 

me to do the survey in Kerala because of the problems that I face with 

Hindi. 

3. But they didn’t allow me to do so. Therefore I couldn’t do the survey. 

Date: June 18, 2012 

Duration: email conversation 

Discussion: 

1. I sent him the midterm report and presentation. 

 

Date: June 19, 2012 

Duration: email conversation 

Discussion: 

1. I asked him about the conclusion of PDS survey 2011 which says that 

PDS is in a reviving stage.  

2. He told me that wherever PDS is doing well, it is largely because of 

better institutions. 

3. He told that he will send me a theoretical model and his comments on 

my midterm report soon. 

 

Date: June 20, 2012 

Duration: email conversation 

Discussion: 
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1. He mailed me some references on the theoretical aspects of cash transfer vs 

in-kind transfer. 

 

 

Date: June 21, 2012 

Duration: email conversation 

Discussion: 

1. He sent me the feedback on my report. 

2. He said that overall the report is well written. 

3. He suggested that I have to add more theoretical aspects on my report and I 

had tried to theory where ever possible n my final report. 

4. He told me to look at the following aspects while working on cash transfer. 

How to examine efficiency of a policy? 

In order to decide whether it should be in terms of leakages of fund, 

coverage of beneficiaries, quality of outcome, or utility of the beneficiaries. 

5. He told me to highlight the limitations in cash transfer and to link it to the 

importance of markets and institutions. 

Date: June 29, 2012 

Duration: email conversation 

Discussion: 

1. He told me to add a brief introduction of food security bill in the report and 

to mention the proposal of cash transfer in the last year’s annual budget. 

Date: July 7, 2012 
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Appendix B 

 

Allocation of wheat and rice under OMSS for the year 2012-13 (as on 8.5.2012) 

NAME OF Total Allotment during 2012-13 

 

 

STATE/UT 

 

 

 

RETAIL 

 

 

 

BULK 

 

 

SMALL 

(PVT.) 

TRADER

S 

 

 

 

T. WHEAT 

 

 

 

RICE(RETA

IL) 

BIHAR 1089.5

8 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

1089.5

8 

1.8

0 
JHARKHAND 362.7

4 

130.2

5 

14.4

7 

507.4

6 

1514.8

2 
ORISSA 3578.3

0 

3417.2

2 

379.6

9 

7375.2

1 

633.6

0 
WEST BENGAL 20586.

42 

3727.8

4 

414.2

0 

24728.

46 

13509.

43 
SIKKIM 218.2

2 

0.0

0 

1.6

5 

219.8

7 

1707.3

1 
TOTAL 25835.

26 

7275.

31 

810.0

1 

33920.

58 

17366.

96 
ASSAM 26282.

02 

1454.1

4 

161.5

7 

27897.

73 

41596.

07 
ARUNACHAL 172.6

9 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

172.6

9 

3306.6

0 
TRIPURA 503.1

0 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

503.1

0 

9331.2

0 
MANIPUR 355.7

3 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

355.7

3 

4615.4

1 
NAGALAND 1063.7

6 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

1063.7

6 

9260.6

3 
MIZORAM 735.6

9 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

735.6

9 

2000.4

9 
MEGHALAYA 1192.8

6 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

1192.8

6 

4028.4

0 
TOTAL 30305.

85 

1454.

14 

161.5

7 

31921.

56 

71139.

26 
DELHI  66870.

22 

48188.

37 

5354.2

6 

120412.

85 

7524.9

1 
HARYANA 2196.2

3 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

2196.2

3 

0.0

0 
HIMACHAL PR 7962.5

3 

0.0

0 

56.5

1 

8019.0

4 

10654.

76 
J & K 12266.

74 

39033.

05 

4337.0

1 

55636.

80 

49269.

71 
PUNJAB 10010.

49 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

10010.

49 

0.0

0 
CHANDIGARH 0.0

0 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 
RAJASTHAN 39296.

53 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

39296.

53 

46.7

7 
UTTAR PR 5795.7

9 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

5795.7

9 

1433.7

1 
UTTRANCHAL 2978.6

7 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

2978.6

7 

1976.4

0 
TOTAL 147377.

20 

87221.

42 

9747.

78 

244346.

40 

70906.

26 
ANDHRA PR 926.8

9 

5457.4

1 

606.3

8 

6990.6

8 

240661.

40 
KERALA 9582.5

3 

9562.1

0 

1062.4

6 

20207.

09 

32353.

35 
KARNATAKA 2740.6

2 

46955.

84 

5217.3

2 

54913.

78 

81978.

67 
TAMILNADU 10794.

83 

21700.

73 

2411.1

9 

34906.

75 

369713.

09 
PONDICHERRY 42.7

5 

1191.4

7 

132.3

9 

1366.6

1 

1.6

0 
A&N ISLANDS 94.4

4 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

94.4

4 

602.9

1 
LAKSHDW EEP 0.0

0 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

324.9

3 
TOTAL 24182.

06 

84867.

55 

9429.

74 

118479.

35 

725635.

95 
GUJARAT 8516.3

1 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

8516.3

1 

1757.8

8 
MAHARASHTR

A 

8229.1

1 

40574.

33 

4508.2

6 

53311.

70 

2917.5

4 
GOA 520.3

5 

3377.7

7 

375.3

1 

4273.4

3 

1265.4

0 
MADHYA PR. 9223.1

3 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

9223.1

3 

320.6

4 
CHHATTISGAR

H 

786.6

2 

177.1

3 

19.6

8 

983.4

3 

864.0

0 
DAMAN & DIU 

 

 

 

 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

6.3

1 
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D&N HAVELI 24.1

3 

0.0

0 

0.0

0 

24.1

3 

225.4

7 
TOTAL 27299.

65 

44129.

23 

4903.

25 

76332.

13 

7357.

24 
GRAND TOTAL 255000.

02 

224947.

65 

25052.

35 

505000.

02 

892405.

67 
 

 

 

(Source: FCI official website) 
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Rakshak Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization headquartered in 

Santa Clara, California. It partners with Rakshak Foundation NGO, New Delhi, India. 

It researches different public policy issues and creates awareness about them. 

Rakshak Foundation sponsors Seminars on public policy matters, sponsors 

activities to involve the youth in social issues including volunteerism and supports 

programs to help the needy. Rakshak’s Summer Internship Program is aimed at 

providing an opportunity to highly motivated college students to work on complex 

real life social/national problems under the mentorship of experts and policy 

makers. 
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